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Flying the flag

Tour de Yorkshire

We got into the Yorkshire spirit at this
years Tour De Yorkshire. It was fantastic to
see the A, B and C group members join
together to watch the race on day two.
Club members went to various stages with
Jason Grove clocking well over 300 miles
over the four day tour!
We were proud to fly our Calder Clarion
fl a g s a n d e v e n f e a t u r e d o n T V !
Well done to everyone who participated
in coming together as a club, we did
ourselves proud!

Flanders
Of the Spring classics, some would argue
the king of them all is the Tour of Flanders
(or Ronde van Vlaanderen in Dutch).
Established in 1913 by the Belgian newspaper
Sportwereld, the first edition was raced over a 324km
route more similar to Paris-Roubaix due to the total lack of
its current defining feature - hills (or bergs in Dutch). Only
after the war were the famous bergs introduced into
edition three of the race with the Tiegemberg and the
Kwaremont in 1919. It took until 1928 for a third hill, the
Kruisberg, to be added. So it remained until 1950 when
the Muur van Geraardsbergen or Wall of Geraardsbergen
was added, a fearsome 1075 meters of cobbled road
snaking up through the town from the river to the iconic
hilltop church at an average gradient of 9.8%, maxing out
at a brutal 19.8%.
Nowadays, the race is around 260km and takes in 17 to
19 climbs including the cobbles of the Koppenberg
(600m at 11.2% av, 22% max), Paterberg (400m at 12.5%
av, 20% max), Eikenberg (1300m at 6.2 av, 11% max),

weekend
By Richard Morgan
Molenberg (463m at 7% av, 14.2% max) and Taaienberg
(800m at 7.1% av, 18% max), as well as flat cobbled
sections such as the Paddestraat (1.5km) and Haaghoek
(2km).
The race is held on the first Sunday in April and since
1999 the organisers have held an amateur sportive the
day before. The sportive, now called 'We Ride Flanders'
offers 16,000 riders routes of 237, 170, 130, and 74km the longest starting in Antwerp and largely mirroring the
pro route, albeit without the two times up the Kwaremont
and Paterberg the pros do.

Calder Clarion members have had a long affiliation with
Flanders, whether it be B/C group and ladies members
touring the battlefields, or Richard Hancock, Steve Burton
and Tom McGhie and others riding early editions of the
sportive. These days regular club attendees on the sportive
are Jonny Croston, Martin Price, Jase Grove, Matt Churm,
Tom Butler, Sean Nuttall, Kevin Ward, Neil Pilling, Dan
Haigh, Richard Morgan, and, of course, the ‘King of
Flanders' Mark Van Holden.

This years trip saw two groups from Calder attending. Group one comprised of Jonny,
Matt and Mark, who swapped the usual P&O Hull-Zeebrugge ferry on Wednesday
night in favour of a cross channel ferry Thursday lunchtime (Jonny was driving this
gave Matt & Mark the opportunity to have some light lunchtime refreshment - 4 pints
worth!). Group two was formed of Dan Haigh, Neil Pilling, Richard Morgan and some
friends, who after a lunchtime Channel Tunnel crossing popped for lunch in De Panne.
Both groups stayed at the fantastic Hotel Grupello in Geraardsbergen, group two
arriving late afternoon, group one a little later. After travelling since 4am everyone in
group two was ready for leg stretch, the bags were dumped in rooms, lycra was
donned, and off we set on a short 10 mile ride over the Muur to a nice little bar at the
top of the Bosberg (105m at 5.8% av, 11% max and for many years the final, and
often decisive, berg in the race). Returning to the hotel afterwards took some serious
concentration on the hair-raising cobbled descents of both climbs!
In the meantime, Jonny, Matt & Mark had arrived, checked-in, and headed off to some
local bars; after an early start and a full day of driving Jonny retired early, only to be
found later by Matt and Mark fully clothed and asleep on the hotel room floor.
Friday saw the two groups splitting into three with Jonny, Matt and Mark riding out on
a 70 mile round trip to Oudenaarde to collect their sportive entry packs, en route
visiting delightful Flanders villages such as Grimminge, and bumping into to Vicenzo
Nibali on the Bahrain Merida Team bus. After the obligatory photographs were taken,
Mark was very quick to identify another item of interest on the bus - a case of
Westvleteren beer. Sadly, the beer stayed were it was but Mark was compensated with
a musette and bidon!

“Returning to the hotel afterwards
took some serious concentration on
the hair-raising cobbled descents of
both climbs!”

Dan, Neil and friends popped over France to ride a few secteurs of Paris-Roubaix pave;
Forest of Arenberg (1.4 miles), Wallers a Helesmes (1 mile), Hornaing a WandigniesHamage (2.3 miles). The third group took a 60 mile round trip to Oudenaarde via
bergs such as the Koppenberg, Oude Kwaremont and Paterberg which can be difficult
or impossible to get a clear run at in the sportive due to congestion. The Koppenberg
proved to be it's usual challenge with the cobbles in the steep 22% section wet and
muddy; despite spinning rear wheels all made it up, albeit with a sense of dread for
the carnage likely to unfold there in the sportive tomorrow.
Everyone met up late, over a well earned Chinese and some beers, to talk about their
adventures that day. The sensible retired early in anticipation of the sportive the next
day, the rest stayed out into the early hours, drank too much and likely (I don't
remember!) had a kebab.

A chilly and ominously cloudy Saturday morning heralded the sportive, along
with a stark contrast between the early-to-bedders and the candle-both-enders.
Carbs were loaded, bottles were filled and everyone set off for a 9am start from
Oudenaarde. Everyone had opted for the 86 mile event with 5000ft of climbing
which shaped up as follows:
139 km - 1497 m Elevation Gain
Wolvenberg - 9 km
Ruiterstraat - 10 km
Kerkgate - 13 km
Molenberg - 21 km
Paddestraat - 27 km
Haaghoek - 46 km
Leberg - 47 km
Berendries - 52 km
Valkenberg - 57 km
Eikenberg - 69 km
Koppenberg - 79 km

Mariaborrestraat - 85 km
Steenbeekdries - 86 km
Taaienberg - 88 km
Kaperij - 92 km
Kanarieberg - 100 km
Kruisberg 109 km
Hotond - 111 km
Oude Kwaremont - 121 km
Paterberg - 127 km

Everyone set off at roughly the same time, the groups then fragmented into
smaller groups. Disaster struck Jonny Croston early on when his freehub failed,
he ended up heading back to Oudenaarde in search of a bike shop for a quick
repair. By the time he'd got the bike just about working again it was too late to
pick the course up, so he waited for Mark and Matt in the Market Square.
Unbeknownst to Jonny and Matt, Mark had 'inadvertently' taken a wrong turn
about 60km into the sportive route and ended up on the 174km route headed for
the Muur in Geraardsbergen.
There was little other drama, excepting the ascent of the wet and muddy
Koppenberg. This year the organisers attempted to control numbers on the climb
by holding riders back at the bottom until the climb was clear. A good idea in
theory, however, it ended up like a cyclocross race start with everyone sprinting off
trying to get a clear run at the wall of cobbles ahead. Inevitably, a number of them
came to mischief with the rear wheel spinning and sliding out catapulting rider
one way and bike the other. Cue a domino effect of riders behind either stopping
dead and accepting they're walking up (not easy in road cleats!), or stubbornly
trying to ride whilst shouting 'up, up, up' at the walkers ahead. Many of the latter
group came crashing down when attempting to inject a bit of power to accelerate
around an obstruction, a lucky few made it up without dismounting and in one
piece.
The sportive is exceptionally well organised with marshalls at junctions, partial
road closures, three feed stations and clear (-ish Mark!) signage. What sets it apart
is the support the locals give to the amateur riders; in many gardens and
driveways along the route groups and families are standing out waving the
Flanders flag, playing music, drinking the odd glass of champagne and cheering
the riders on up the climbs - just like they do for the pros the next day.
More cobbled sections, cobbled climbs and tarmac climbs were counted off from
the supplied top tube sticker (a nice touch, but sometimes you're better off not
knowing what lies ahead). Eventually we reached the Oude Kwaremont, and
finally with the end in sight, the final climb - The Paterberg.
The Paterberg is unusual, in that it is a relatively new addition to the historic race;
the slopes of the hill were unpaved until 1986, when a local farmer paved the

road in cobbles because he wanted the Tour of Flanders cycling race to pass by his
house! Off the top of the climb and down a fast descent into the town of
Berchem, then over the river into Kerkhove, right at the roundabout, then it's
hammer down onto the tree-lined and pan-flat N453 for the final 10km to the
finish in Oudenaarde.
At this point small mixed groups form in a final push for the finish, each racing
each other, through-and-off, clattering along at 25 mph plus, houses and
exhausted riders whizzing past, hang on....hang on, 1 km to go.....500m....
300m....200m......the sprint is launched........and.........rapidly curtailed due to the
wall of finishers who've stopped on the finish line to do selfies. Modern life, hey!

“After riding back to the hotel in Geraardsbergen,
120 miles and 7000ft of climbing had been
covered.”
Everyone came together Saturday evening back at the hotel brasserie where huge
quantities of steak, chips and beer were consumed in celebration of our
achievement. Some celebrations continued late into the night, others wisely
opted for bed.
Sunday brought more dark skies, hangovers and a forecast of rain for the pro race.
After fixing a couple of punctures, and some fettling of Jonny's ailing freehub by
Dan Haigh, the rain started. Despite this, Jonny, Matt and Mark elected to brave
the weather and ride into Oudenaarde to watch the start of the women's race - the
rest opted to drive. After watching the likes of Annemiek van Vleuten, World
Champion Chantal Blaak, last years winner Coryn Rivera, and the eventual winner
Anna van der Breggen set off, we met up with a very chilly and wet Jonny, Mark
and Matt who were warming themselves over a beer watching the first miles of
the men's race. We set off back to Geraardsbergen and watched the women and
men come up the Muur, then watch the rest of the race unfold on telly in the bar,
whilst the others set off to catch the action on the Eikenberg and other climbs.
Matt's dislike of riding in the cold and rain brought him back to catch the end of
the race in the bar without Jonny and Mark who stayed out hopping between
watching the race and popping into bars to warm their feet and dry their wet
socks. Again everyone met up for dinner, with the exception of Mark, who as the
recently crowned 'King of Flanders' (and still in his cycling gear), was holding
court in Bar Gidon - his unlocked bike leant against a railing in the market square.
After failing to emerge for a number of hours, and the bar now a full blown
Europop disco catastrophe Jonny went to investigate, happily all was as well as it
can be after 3 days of tough cycling
and countless Belgian beers.
Sadly, Monday was homeward bound
- Jonny, Matt and Mark having a later
Channel crossing took the opportunity
to visit the Geraardsbergen museum
where they found out all about the
cheeky Manneken Pis and the
delicious Geraardsbergen
Mattentaart. The rest of us loaded the
cars up and headed for Calais...roll on
2019.

YOUR CYCLING
ADVENTURES ‘18

By Mike Hopkins

Summer

The rising temperatures of the summer hasn’t put off of our
club members from taking on their own cycling
adventures.
Cycling both home and overseas, completing personal
challenges through sportives and epic routes, cycle
packing adventures and following the pros, all with miles
upon miles of beautiful scenery and good company. Its fair
to say its been a good season for cycling.

Tony Ripley took on the
London to Paris sportive in aid
of The Royal British Legion,
their 100th centenary year.
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They say that Highway 1, with Big Sur and all, from San Francisco to LA is the ultimate road trip – well in January
we started planning to do it; on bikes. We booked the flights but then got the maps out only to discover that
Highway 1 was blocked by a landslide about 160 miles south of San Francisco.
So plan B? Didn’t have one! So, a quick look at maps and we had a plan B – down highway 1 as far as we could
go and back; drive up to Lake Tahoe with bikes; and then cycle up the Napa Valley, Sonoma Valley and back
along Highway 1 from the north to San Francisco.
We had a great time with great weather (though sometimes not as good as Wakefield!) and fabulous cycling.
We planned to cover 35-55 miles a day depending on terrain and availability of accommodation (for example
Big Sur has few places to stay and most are stupidly expensive) and it all went according to plan.
We even stayed for free with some fellow cyclists with Warmshowers (www.warmshowers.org) We did have a
blip when I left my wallet in a hotel and only discovered it 10 miles down the road. Fortunately, a kindly
motor cyclist helped us by going home to get his truck and giving us a lift to the hotel and back – such
generosity. And that was a feature of our trip.

Simon & Ian Hunt
went to watch the
Tour de France,
cycling plenty of the
local climbs from the
tour. Here they are at
Carcassonne flying
the Calder flag!

Here are some of the things we learned out there – things such as:
• Californians hate Trump
• Drivers are so respectful of cyclists – giving room and giving way – there are signs saying ‘share the road’
everywhere and drivers seem to understand cyclists are vulnerable
• Marijuana is legal – and smoked when driving (scary if you smell it from a passing car)
• Highway 1 is hilly!
• “Awesome” is the most overused word there Highlights?
• Big Sur of course – as long as you appreciate that after every long downhill comes…you can guess!
So now it’s what next? Honestly, we don’t know. We’ve certainly got the taste for long distance cycling
but think that we will have to consider camping (ugh!) to keep the cost down. However, we don’t think
Mark Beaumont’s record for cycling around the world is in danger.

French Adventure
Channel to the Mediterranean

By Phil Winterbourne
At the end of May, Ian Parry and I joined a supported tour from
Caen on the Normandy coast to Nice on the Med. Fourteen
days cycling, about 900 miles, and over 55,000ft of climbing
including Ventoux.
We cycled across the rolling Normandy Bocage, through the peaceful
Loire valley, climbed up to a ski resort on the edge of the Massif
Central, spent two days traversing it’s incredible scenery, then plunged
down into the Ardeche, crossed into Provence, conquered the mighty
Ventoux, sweated up the Gorge du Verdon, and finally swept down to
the beach at Nice.
We mostly rode through peaceful rural France in roasting heat but did
manage to find a few thunderstorms. Cycling down 5 mile steep
descents on what was basically a river as the thunder crashed around
be was a new and exciting experience for sure! And the roads are
sublime. Mostly empty of cars and with a decent surface. By empty, I
mean that if I saw a car every 30 minutes that was a lot.
We travelled with Peak Tours (from Glossop) and twenty other keen
cyclists. Our bags were carried from one hotel to the next and we had
two brew stops and a lunch (usually a delicious picnic) each day. In
the evenings we tended to find the nicest restaurant in the town and
ate with many of the other guys.

About the others: There is no getting away from the fact it’s a long hard
trip. But it isn’t a race and you can ride at your own speed. Many of
our companions were not club cyclists and went at a steady pace. One
couple happily cruised into the evening stop hours behind us. but still
had a lovely time. For one lady day one of the tour was literally her
17th ever bike ride. What I’m trying to say is that if there is anyone in
the club who is considering this and thinks it would be too tough – it
isn’t. There is even an easier route for those that don’t fancy Ventoux.
Ventoux does deserve a special mention. It is an epic climb of fifteen
miles and over 5,000 feet of up. It took me nearly three hours of
cycling and is pretty steep in places. Remember most people come to
ride it on its own, for me it was the 11th day of consecutive hard going.
But it is worth it, however much it hurts, because you can say you
have done it, but mostly for the amazing views across the Rhone Alps,
and of course the 25 min (if you do it at suicidal speeds) descent to
Sault.
That’s another thing worth saying. The climbs are long, think 30-45
mins for most. But so are the descents. There were several that went
on forever. Tight hairpins, stunning scenery, arms and shoulders
screaming by the time I got to the bottom. I was in heaven!
I would say it was a once in a lifetime trip…. But this was my second
time. And I think I’ll be back again soon.
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By Dean Kemp

After our annual trip taking the ferry to Holland from Hull was cancelled (the prices were too much for us short
armed, long pocketed yorkshiremen), an alternative trip was in order, so naturally Mablethorpe was 2nd choice...
(Holland...twinned with Mablethorpe...!) The Calder ‘Jolly Boys’ (including Jason & Ben Grove, Steve Hastings,
Pete Roberts, Mark Colley and myself) donned panniers and starting from Wakefield, rode through Lincolnshire
and back, the route would take us over 3 days (9th to 11th June) covering 475k (c300 miles). Our route was all
planned and organised by Garry Phillis, who unfortunately couldn't come with us due to recovering from a bad
crash coming oﬀ cow & calf at the end of the Tour De Yorkshire.
We covered some great scenic roads, some lovely rolling roads through the Lincolnshire Woulds. We had a
particular extreme Paris Roubaix style section - thanks Gary! One road ended with me puncturing over a "Short
Cut" which was basically a path with huge rocks/boulders...
We all carried bike panniers...some a lot heavy than others to carry our clothes and spares. We stayed at local
B&Bs with a huge thanks to Ben’s grandparents who hosted us after day 2 to fresh scones and beer....plus the
oﬀer to take all our bags back to wakey the following day meant less weight to lug back - Bonus...! It was a great
ride, something diﬀerent (having the panniers weighing us down!) and great company, well worth a go!
A huge respect to us all for completing it...especially you Ben Grove!

3 Days. 300 Miles. 6 Bike
Packers. 1 puncture...

COAST TO COAST IN A DAY | Seascale to Whitby

Ride with GPS or Polar
Flow. Much better than
Strava. Copy and post my
runs and rides on Strava.

By Dean Kemp
This was my 3rd time completing the C2C, Seascale to Whitby. This
year I did it with my brother and his mate who’d never done that
distance before. We covered 150 Miles with 14700ft of climbing,
we completed the challenge without jumping off the bike for any
of the accents, including Hardknott Pass and Wyrnose Pass (one
after another).
I did nearly have to abandon at the foot of Hardknott after 17k
(10 mile) due to my di2 cable coming out and getting caught up
in the cassette. Luckily, I managed to fix it with a hack using tape
from my bars and continued on my way.
It was a great ride, well organised by Open Cycling with no
other incidents. There were four allocated food stops, which
were very much needed! I want to tackle it on my own again
or with similar riders and have a support car as I’m curious of
what time I could do it in compared to this year of 10 1/2
hours with an average of 14.9mph. If anyone is interested
for next year or organising the same route let me know.

Love to see my pb’s pop up
and congratulate my friends
when they’ve had a good
ride. Also like to see what
friends and family further
away are doing.
Lucie Jones

YEP...

Ian Hope

Handy to see where I’m
faster than the wife,
and where to avoid
where I’m never going
to beat her.

Aye!

No Strava
no Cava

Tony Ripley

Yay!
Yay!

Lisa Grove

Yay!

Yay! Every ride
Don't give a shiny ! I
never look at it. Don't know
how it works!
Ian smith

Mark Holden

Most
definitely
a yay
Seems the masses are
for but I've never
cared. I guess I'm a
minority?
Lorien James

I use it. Like to see
how I'm progressing
or not!!! Great for
tracking how many
miles done.

Bethany Brooksbank

Yay!

James Goldsborough

it's a good way of
combining all platforms
Garmin/Wahoo etc.

Started out using Endomondo but
moved to Strava cos everyone
else was on it & I think the social
side of it is important. It's also
handy that you can link to things
like zwift with a click of the
button. It seems to be the one a
lot of the pro's use too
Jason Grove

I love Strava. Take from it what you
want... for me, it allows me to see
my performance improvements; it
certainly encourages my already
competitive personality and most
of all its social! I have met people I
now class as good friends and love
seeing everyone’s updates.

Yay. Not really for segment
hunting but a good way to
discover new routes both
riding and running. Good to
look at the end of the year
and see your totals.

Russell Miles

Adrian Beaumont

Defo yey, great way
to measure progress
and good route
creator

Yay!

Was yay now nay, wasted
too much of my time micro
analysing rides and sectors
which ultimately took the
joy of riding away
particularly when you feel
pressured to post a ride
because peers have, I find
ride with GPS better for
planning routes but no
longer post rides to either
just use Garmin to compare
my relative fitness
Paul Murray

Mile High MTB
By James Goldsborough

6 reservoirs, 1800 metres
elevation over 47 miles…
in a 30° heatwave.
Righto first off, who is Mary Towneley? Turns out she was a
campaigner for better bridleways back in the 80’s. Good news for
those of us that like to ride off road the route is a cracker of a day out.
At 47 miles in length with around 1800 metres height gain it’s a full
day out on the bike if you are going to complete the loop in one go.
It’s way-marked with markers on posts, styles and gates but it might
be worth having a map or a gpx track. A team of three assembled in
Hebden bridge for an 8 am start to try and complete the loop in the
day.
The route can be tackled in any direction and from any start point, we
rolled out clockwise from Hebden for a short trip on the canal tow
path to join the loop at Callis Bridge. Unfortunately the towpath was
closed for some maintenance so it was on to the road for the first
time. The climbing starts straight away with a fairly steep climb
through the woods but the trail is good. Popping out of the woods on
to the moors you can then see the Stoodley Pike monument in the
distance.
Through the village of Mankinholes and then off climbing again up
an uneven stone flagged path, it’s mostly rideable but if the stones
are wet it can be hard to keep traction on the steepest sections. On the
descent towards Walsden I had the first off of the day, a really slow
motion over the bars on a steep technical section. Luckily it was
straight onto soft grassy moor so nothing dented and straight back on
it. Joining the road briefly the loop then rises again on but this time
the trail is easier than those uneven flags. With views of Rochdale in
the distance as we dropped down to Watergrove reservoir we had our
first proper rest of the day and a bite to eat in the shade, the sun was
already pushing the temperature up to the high twenties.
The next section involved a few gates but the trail was easy to follow,
lots of wild horses and foals on the route which we were careful not to
spook. Past the village of Broadley is the Rooley Moor ascent; straight
for a good mile, steep with different sized stones and rocks make it
hard especially in the searing mid-day heat. It pays to stick to the side
of the trail at this point as you can often find a steadier line up the
path.Along the tops the trail undulates before passing Cowpe
reservoir before dropping steeply into Waterfoot. Our only other off of
the day happened on this part but luckily no injury.
The next section was heavily gated but you can still make good
progress. Somehow we managed to lose one of our riders near Lumb,
not sure how as there were only three of us! Turns out he had
dropped his chain as we disappeared round a building, took us about
45 minutes to meet up again. Great minds thinking alike led to us

YOUR CYCLING
ADVENTURES
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regrouping again at pub on the main road at Lumb, unfortunately it
was shut, fortunately nice landlady opened up to serve us much
needed iced drinks. More gates then a really fast grassy descent into
Holme Chapel.
At this point it’s possible to bail out and ride the road back to Hebden
but we were 90 mins up on the same stage last year so as long as we
kept moving we should have enough daylight. A couple of longish
straight climbs, eight hours or so in the sun, it was pushing 30
degrees and things were not quite so easy. I found this the best part
of the route, a small tour of the reservoirs now, all currently very low
after the prolonged hot weather, first passing the top of Cant Clough,
then Hurstwood in quick succession. Another long but steady climb
up to towards Corple Gate with Gorple upper and lower on the right
and most of the climbing is done now. Then it’s a lovely flowing
descent past Widdop reservoir and Gorple lower, time was ticking on
but we only had a few miles left and still at least two hours daylight.
One final climb of the day up and over Heptonstall moor following
the pennine way for part of it. At this point we should have headed off
towards Jack bridge but instead accidentally went straight on down a
wooded trail towards Hebden. The last descent of the day in the cool
of the woods, ok so not on the official route but then had we have
gone the official way into Callis Bridge we would have had to ride the
road again because of the closed towpath from the morning. Nobody
was that desperate to do it ‘properly’ and I can’t imagine a better,
faster more fun way to drop off the moor than the one we found.
A quick shandy in Hebden at half eight, it had taken up the best part
of twelve hours to knock of the route but we had done it with no
major mechanicals or injuries.
Jims top tips. 1. It’s a full day out, this ain’t no Wakey wheel so be
prepared on the clothing front, take sun slime if it’s a good day. 2. Do
it in summer, maximum daylight. Besides if it’s wet some of those
flagged paths are going to be lethal. 3. There’s a farm and a few
houses after Broadley before the Rooley moor climb. Take the
opportunity to use their outside tap and fill up bidons. 4. Go off route
in Waterfoot and stop at the coop, more water, midget gems. 5. Eat.
Lots. Stick it down your throat every hour or so, don’t leave it until you
are tired. Hargreaves arms pub on the road near Lumb serves big
portions. 6. Take the climbs steady as, stick it in an easy gear and
cruise up the hills, no prizes for smashing it early doors and bonking
late in the day, save it for the end.

Ian Hope cycled over 450 miles on the
H500 Tour of Scotland.

Simon & Ian Hunt
achieved gold club
standard at the Etape
Loch Ness sportive.

Carolyn & John Stead
cycled over 218 miles on
a Lochs and Glens
tour of Scotland.

The James Family took part in the Great Yorkshire Bike
Ride - from Wetherby to Filey, over 72 miles.
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Calder Clarion Go-Riders went head to head at our annual Track and Turf cycling event this July. The series started with with track racing at the
Thomas a Becket BKCat Circuit in Sandal, followed by cyclocross racing at Drift Scout Camp, Bretton. Children and adults had a chance to
compete with fellow cyclists in all age categories, utilising their cycling skills. Races included time trials, lap races and Italian Style Pursuits.
Both days proved to be a fantastic success for the club and attracted cyclists from across the region, including fellow Clarions, Tuxford Clarion
cycling club. A Huddersfield Star Wheeler said, "This is the only race event that we attend because it's not about the super stars, it's about
every rider having fun on a bike. The atmosphere is welcoming and friendly. We love it".
Go-Ride Coach and event organiser, Martin Price said, “Both events were a great opportunity for the kids to have a go at racing in a fun,
family friendly atmosphere, and to really show the hard work they’ve put in over the last few months using skills learned from Go-Ride
sessions, with some fantastic results! We had an amazing turn out with parents taking part too. It was really good to see such fantastic
support for our young talented cyclists. This is what the Clarion is all about, encouraging kids and adults to enjoy the many different ways to
ride their bikes.”

National Clarion Circuit Championships Results
U8s Girls

Closed Circuit Race Championships
By Ian Hoyle

Calder Clarion for the second-year running hosted the
National Clarion Circuit Championships. A fine dry start to
the day if somewhat breezy greeted the volunteers at the
track when they met to set up for the days events. It’s always
heartening when organising an event, you ask for volunteers
and you end up with so many willing people. Then there are
the races you just hope that there will be enough
competitors. The Calder Gazebo was set up as the
registration tent which for some reason became known as
the Gin Tent. Suffice to say the three administrators Sandie,
Michael and Steve processed the entries very efficiently and
smoothly.
North Cheshire Clarion were represented in number with a
large contingent turning up and making a day out of it.
Tuxford , Bury, Fenland, Nottingham and of course Calder
Clarion were also represented.

As always, the Calder kids were
enthusiastic and ready to race
Archie Sykes was very excited to show me his very shiny new
Cyclo Cross bike. Calder’s Go Ride section turned out in
force and raced extremely competitively with finishers on
the podium including a couple of wins. Some fine racing by

U8s Boys

1

Betty Jones – North Cheshire Clarion

1

Thomas Warwick – Calder Clarion

2

Jennifer Clarke – Tuxford Clarion

2

Toby Sellers-Diggins – Bury Clarion

3

Esme Jones – Calder Clarion

3

Montgomery Clarke – Tuxford Clarion

U10s Girls

U10s Boys

1Charlotte Kilroy – North Cheshire Clarion

the youngsters who all showed the determination and
competitive edge we’ve come to expect from them. They did
the club and their coaches proud. The U14s race came down
to the final sprint between two leading riders Lewis Smith
and Raphael John Tabiner from North Cheshire Clarion
unfortunately for Lewis it wasn’t to be. The chief
commissaire commented later Lewis was without doubt the
most aggressive rider of the day.
It was great to see the young people from the different
sections playing together in an impromptu football match
and having fun mixing together after the racing was finished.
Well done to all of them.
Then we came to what many see as the main event of the
day; the men’s and women’s races. Numbers in the women’s
race was disappointing with only 3 competitors two of which
were Calder riders. The men’s race with 23 riders was the
largest field of the day with a large Calder turnout 10 riders
in total. Up for grabs in these races along with the National
Clarion championships was the Calder Clarion Circuit
championships for the highest placed Calder Man and
Woman. The men went off very fast remaining together in
the bunch for much of the race. Injections of pace every now
and again with riders going off the front to try and make a
break stick. Eventually four riders made a break stick

working together to stay approximately 45 seconds ahead of
the chasing bunch with the winner coming from this group.
U12s Girls

A big thank you to our ladies who forfeited their modesty to
lend Calder Jerseys to some of our men Jason Attardo ,
Adam Connelon, Bradley Hill. Bradley incidentally the only
Junior rider in the field deserves a mention sticking with the
pace.
The women’s race was evenly split with Joanna Cebert Bury Clarion – leading from the start and was never
threatened. Tamara stayed evenly behind her with Sarah
maintaining a constant smile and consistent pace. Steve
Burton the lonely gnome marshalling on the hill reported
hearing Sarah comment “what a silly Hill this” is as she rode
by.
Steve Degnan was the leading Calder Man 6th overall and
Tamara Walton Evans 2nd overall in the Women’s race and
the leading Calder Lady. There was a total of 22 cyclists
representing Calder Clarion competing in every race except
Under 16’s.
I would personally like to say a massive thank you to
everyone who helped, raced or came along to support;
without all your contributions the event wouldn’t have been
the success it was.

1

1

Daniel James – Calder Clarion

2

Albie Jones - North Cheshire Clarion

3

Archie Sykes – Calder Clarion
U12 Boys

Natasha Hill – North Cheshire Clarion

1

Sebastian Grindley – North Cheshire Clarion

2

John White - North Cheshire Clarion

3

Doug James – Calder Clarion
U14s Boys

1

Raphael John Tabiner - North Cheshire Clarion

2

Lewis Smith – Calder Clarion

3

Simeon Kilroy - North Cheshire Clarion

U16s Girls
1

U16s Boys

Melissa Boylin - North Cheshire Clarion

1

Lachlan Hacker - North Cheshire Clarion

2

Oliver Cole - Nottingham Clarion

3

Archie Hollingsworth – Tuxford Clarion

Womens
1

Joanna Cebrat – Bury Clarion

2

Tamara Walton-Evans – Calder Clarion (1st claim Ynys Mon Race Team)

3

Sarah Minchin – Calder Clarion

Mens
1

Paul Wilkinson – North Cheshire Clarion

6

Stephen Degnan - Calder Clarion

2

Oliver Humphreys – National Clarion

7

David Stammers – Team ASL Bolton

3

Joseph Cadwallader – Kiss Racing Team

8

Jake Holder - North Cheshire Clarion

4

Jack Levick – Tuxford Clarion

9

David Gamble – Bury Clarion

5

Matt Hacker - North Cheshire Clarion

10

Declan Brady – Bury Clarion
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Hill Climb
The Calder Hill Climb event had a fantastic
turnout from both competitors and spectators.
Thank you to the organisers on another
successful event for the club.
For full winner details, see calderclarion.co.uk or
visit our facebook page. A big well done to all!

By Richard Hancock
Fastest Men
Connor Swift
David Glue
Richard Dean
Lawrence Burrows
Matthew Wilson
Parzyk Tomasz
Sanders Sean
David Barnet
Phil Longstaffe
Stuart Powell
Steve Hancock

Madison Genisis
Knottingley Velo
Barnsley RC
Vive Le Velo / Calder Clarion
Jackpot Racing
Drighlington BC
Drighlington BC
Jackpot racing
Calder Clarion
Calder Clarion
Calder Clarion

19.48
21.16
22.01
22.25
22.38
22.52
23.09
23.34
23.45
23.46
23.48

Fastest Women
Hannah Reichert
Lucy Burns
Carol O'Connor
Abbey Holyoake
Nicola Forwood
Tamara Walton
Susan Sanders
Sarah Minchin
Bethany Brooksbank
Fran Smith

Alba Rosa
Wakefield Tri
Calder Clarion
Drighlington BC
Hyde Park Tri
Huddersfield SW/Calder
Drighlington BC
Calder Clarion
Calder Clarion
Calder Clarion

25.11
27.37
28.08
28.23
28.27
29.02
29.34
30.38
31.37
32.05

110 riders took part in the 2018 time trial series. The breakdown was 13 women and 97 men. Between them
there were 400 individual rides. 44 Calder Calder Clarion Riders took part.
One event cancelled due to road closure. Connor Swift the British Elite Road Race Champion who rode the Tour
of Yorkshire and featured in the Tour of Britain this year, raced 3 times and broke the event and course record
with 19.48.
Dave Glew (Knottingley Velo) and now also a Calder member was the series outstanding rider with 11 wins, and
2 second places. Hannah Reichert (Alba Rosa) was the outstanding woman with 5 wins. Sarah Minchin (Calder/
Wakefield Tri) won the Sturgess Trophy; the 10 TT series handicap league. Paul Lee was 2nd and Andrew
Spittlehouse 3rd. Calder Clarion won fourteen of the fifteen Team competitions with Drighlington BC taking one.

Ride with | Calder Ladies By Carolyn Stead

Thursday 12th April saw the long awaited return of the Calder Ladies evening club rides. There was an air of excitement and anticipation as new ladies
were to join us. However, the evening was cold, damp and misty resulting in only 5 ladies turning out!
The following Thursday the sun was shining, temperatures had risen and so did the number of Calder Ladies! We were finally able to welcome our
‘newcomers’ with a ride out through Hall Green, Ryhill and Walton. The sun has been shining ever since and the ladies club rides have continued to go
from strength to strength, with an increasing number of ladies joining us. So I would just like to take this opportunity to thank each and every one of
you for your encouragement, dedication and on-going support for the ladies section enabling us to gain the recognition we deserve within the club.

Weekend in

MASHAM

To celebrate Fran turning 50, the group rode from
Wakefield to Masham & back, via Knaresborough
with an overnight stay. It can be assumed a there
was a visit to The Black Sheep Brewery!

Happy Birthday Fran!

RIDER PROFILE with

Carol O’Connor
I started cycling in 2012 with the aim of competing in
triathlons. My first triathlon was in 2012 and involved
a 12 mile cycle. To train for this, I practiced on a 10
mile route around Notton and Woolley. It was hard
and my whole body hurt - I was shattered going up
past Woolley Edge services. I was terrified I wouldn’t
make it around the 12 mile course but I did, cycling
on my first road bike with my trainers on. I was
amazed at how many people passed me and made
cycling look easy and wondered if I could get better.
I continued to practice on my little route trying to get
faster and continued to do triathlons and slowly I got
stronger on the bike. I joined Calder Ladies for the
Thursday night rides in 2014 and then the Sunday C
run and I loved the company and the rides we went
on. By 2015 I was still doing triathlons, now
competing in middle distance events but I was also
achieving more on the bike and
had become
stronger and more confident (except on descents and
corners as the B riders will confirm). I headed off to
the Alps with my husband and rode up Alp D’huez,
a huge turning point for me and a much needed
confidence boost as later that year I was joining
Paddy on a charity ride.
This consisted of 7 days of cycling with 440 miles
and 44,00 ft of climbing from the west coast of
France across the Pyrenees to the east coast. At
this time I had never cycled more than 3 days
consecutively and certainly never done that
amount of climbing. Off I went training to try and
prepare myself by cycling up Holme Moss,
Snake pass and along the Strines more times than
I care for.
I
liked the challenge of Calder Clarion’s
standard awards and I set about trying to
achieve a gold award in 3 disciplines. So off I
went to do the hill climb (that is plain awful). I
also thought I would have a go at the time trial
and managed 29.58 on my first attempt on my
road bike and I knew I loved that. I did the tour
of Cambridge race as my 3rd discipline, and
with a small aim of trying to qualify for my
age group for GB in the world championships,
which I achieved but realised at the same time
that road racing is not for me, that left time
trialling. I was amazed watching all the
competitors in Cambridge and thought I will
have a go at that next year.
In 2016 I completed an Ironman triathlon (A
Christmas gift from my husband he is so
thoughtful!). This was one of my biggest
fears but I also really wanted to achieve this.
Sadly, I missed the club rides as I had to
practice cycling alone for 112 miles
(triathlon’s are non drafting). I did manage

to do a couple of time trials and improved my time to
28.16. After much arguing with Paddy, I also tried tri
bars for the first time - another fear conquered.

We also practiced descending and although I am not
perfect, I feel more confident in these areas. (I can
imagine David Price and the rest of the B gang
laughing at that statement now). My sessions also
involve a lot of cadence work and I have seen this
increase significantly over time. I tend to suffer with
back problems whilst cycling so Hannah has provided
some core work for me to do, I have had much less
pain this year.

2017 and time for some new goals - the first aim try
and qualify for my age group in the TT. After my
initial fear of the tri bars, I borrowed my sons TT bike
to use; this was a bit of a shock as they handle very
differently and certainly do not go up hills like a road
bike. With little experience on a TT bike off I set to
the race, with two aims - not to fall off the starting
ramp and to try and get to the first roundabout before
I got caught by the girl behind me. I managed to get
down the ramp but was soon caught by the girl behind
me in all her bling. My lack of experience showed
more as I took a corner too fast and landed in a ditch.
I failed miserably but learnt a lot and set some goals
for the following year to come back stronger and with
some TT bling, eg. helmet, skinsuit etc

As well as planning my training and ensuring I do not
over train, Hannah has been really helpful with race
planning. I had no idea what to do before a race
except to ease off a little. Hannah incorporates
tapering into my plan as she knows which races I am
entered for this allows me to be on the start line with
fresh legs but without loosing too much fitness.She
also helps with race tactics ( of course I do not share
these with Paddy) we know what the terrain what the
weather will be like and she advises me which part of
the course to put an effort in and where to try and
recover. Hannah and I usually chat every couple of
weeks about how the training sessions are for me and
how I am feeling. I receive feedback regularly on the
sessions I have done and she keeps an eye on my
fatigue and reigns me back when she notices my
performance is dropping.

I joined the B ride this year with the aim of pushing
myself and getting stronger. I got dropped on every
corner and every uphill and many a time I limped
home. I tried on many occasions to lose them but they
would always be waiting at the top of a hill or around
the corner. They’re a good bunch and have taught me
lots of ways to improve my cycling and I am grateful
to them for their time and patience.
Meanwhile the TT races are continuing and I feel
more confident on the TT bike - until I go to my first
race outside CC and realise its on a busy dual
carriageway with trucks thundering past; I got a new
PB but only because I was so frightened I just wanted
to get off the road. I spent last year participating in
more TT events from 10 miles to 50 miles (very
painful) Generally I was pleased with my progress but
really had no idea how to train or prepare for them. I
used the Sufferfest training app , usually sticking to
the videos I like and am good at, as well as outdoor
riding. I think I perhaps over trained and raced too
much as I had a lot of illness. I bought some bling, a
second hand helmet off ebay, some overshoes and
dare I say a skin suit! For anyone wanting to get into
TT you can pick up some bargains on ebay or
Yorkshire cycling sales I think a lot of people try it
spend a lot of money and then give up and sell the
equipment. One problem for ladies is the TT suits,
there are lots of mens skinsuits available at good
prices but sadly ladies fit are only made by a few
companies and are expensive. But worth buying for
comfort if you are going to race regularly believe me.
One of my favourite things about time trial events is
the head-quarters where you go after the race and
meet up with other riders and eat lots of cake and
goodies supplied by the organisers. It’s a really nice
atmosphere and you meet some amazing people that
are still racing into their 70’s and 80’s.
So the next goal - could I get faster at TT and how
could I achieve this? Normally I fit cycling around
running and swimming for triathlon’s and wondered if
I focused more on the cycling would that help, I
considered a coach. After a bit of searching I found a
company called Better Cycling based in Leeds who
offer 1:1 coaching. Hannah Drewett,a professional
elite triathlete (and seriously good on the bike)
became my personal coach.

This may read as though my cycling progression has been
easy but it hasn’t there have been many tears and tantrums
along the way.
1st time out on a group ride with Wakefield tri club dropped
on the climb, then I noticed the others coming down and
thought no point in killing myself to go up if we are coming
down again so I turned round and headed down. Only to find
the others were doing hill reps whilst waiting for me to get to
the top.

My first big cycle with Paddy aiming for 60 miles, at 60 miles
it was clear we were nowhere near the endpoint. Throwing the
bike in the hedge and refusing to cycle another mile.
Oxnop scar attempted x2 ground to halt and fallen off twice
still not done it yet probably should have another go one day
The 1st time up Holme moss had to stop halfway and also the
3rd Strine .

After an initial fitness test, which involved a ramp test
and lactate testing we had a base line where to start
and Hannah could tailor specific workouts for me with
the aim of improving my general fitness and
specifically my TT. I have a training peaks account
and Hannah provides me with specific workouts to do
each week normally 5 sessions. The sessions can be
done in or outdoors and I use a watt bike for the
indoor sessions. I know some people wonder why I
cycle indoors, this is because its difficult to find a road
where you can ride for an hour and hit specific watts
and maintain this for a specific time when you have to
ease off for junctions or corners.
The sessions are varied and normally increase in
intensity over 3 weeks followed by a recovery week.
There is always one session that you know is going to
push you to your limit but there is also an easy/
recovery ride. This is something I never used
previously and initially I found it difficult to ride easy
especially if someone passed me, but I do enjoy these
sessions and I have had less illness this year.
I was fortunate to spend a week cycling with Hannah
in Spain earlier this year and we used this time to look
at other weakness’s. I tend to have a low cadence and
as we all know I stop pedalling on corners and brake
all the way downhill, Hannah set about sorting this out
too, nipping in my ear at every roundabout and corner.

1st TOC TT I took a corner to fast ended up in a hedge in front
of a film crew with some very un lady like language needless
to say they didn’t televise that!
Descending the Tourmalet in freezing thick fog, heavy rain
and nearly hitting a cow!I just wanted to get off the bike !!

I have really enjoyed having a coach although initially
I was tired progressing from perhaps 3 cycles a week
to 5 and felt tired. I love not having to think which
session I will do, I just look at training peaks and its
all there me. Its very motivating as I not only want to
improve for myself but I also don’t want to let her
down. Sometimes I don’t feel like training after a day
at work etc but know she will be checking how Im
doing so off I go for my session and usually once I
have started its ok. There is nothing better than getting
kudos from your coach as she does not give it freely
so you know you have had a good session when it
arrives.
Do I think I have benefited from a coach? definitely! I
have improved my times on the same courses I did
last year, for the number crunches my power is less
than the year before (but I put this down to having a
new bike and we are still working on the correct set
up for me). I have learnt a lot about my strengths and
weakness’s on the bike (I will never be an attacker
more of a grinder). I have had less illness, my general
fitness is better and I feel more comfortable on the B
ride but I will let the lads have the final say!!
Next year I plan to continue working with Hannah
focusing on TT again and seeing how much more I
can improve (although age is not on my side).

And finally…

The A- Group cycled to the Last Clarion House. They cycled in the
summer heatwave over 90 miles / 7000ft to visit this important
part of history.

Cyclomania based in Barnsley town centre is perfect if you like good coﬀee,
excellent fresh food and like browsing all things bikes! The cafe is reasonably
priced and allows you to store your bike indoors. Within the cafe there is a
shop with all things bike related to buy. There is a bike fitting service including
cleat laser alignment. Calder Clarions received 10% discount oﬀ food with
their club card.
Gateway Plaza, Sackville Street, Barnsley, S70 2RD
cyclo-mania.co.uk

Cafe
Stops

To say thank you and
Happy Birthday to Paula
at Brayton Farm Shop
(who has provided more
than once a free cake or
two, including a cake for
Frans 50th), the C-group cycled to
the cafe with a specially made Calder Clarion cake!
The cake was made by Claire and Lorien constructed
a special bike friendly cake box, it arrived safely and
the recipient was more than pleased!

A big thank you to everyone who has
contributed articles and photographs to this
issue - you help make it happen!
If you have any cycling adventures you wish
to share, please contact Claire Beaumont.

